
 If speeding through life is sucking the life out of you, do you find yourself feeling rushed/anxious?

Introduction:
This week Bob continues in a new series called 'Road Signs'. Have you ever considered what Road Signs
are for? What are some of the important messages that you get via Road signs? Road Signs are to provide
instruction, they give us information, they provide for us direction and they provide communication so
that we know what we should be doing and where we are going.

This week for Part 5 we're looking at the sign: 'Speed Limit'. What happens if you don't pay attention to the
Speed Limit sign? What's the purpose of a Speed Limit sign? Are there multiple possible consequences of
exceeding the Speed Limit? 

Questions:
1.

       Does it feel like there aren't enough hours in the day? Do you take on more & more that just adds to
       your stress? Is it ok to be that busy, is that pace sustainable? 

   2. Did Jesus ever seem to be behind or off schedule? Didn’t Jesus have a lot to do in a very short time?
       How did Jesus live out His purpose here on earth? Why is it important to remember that Jesus was
       busy but never rushed? Do you think it's possible to live an un-rushed life like Jesus did? John 5:19-20;
       Mark 2:14; 
 

 
 

                                                       Message Discussion Questions
Road Signs - Week 5



Speeding through life is sucking the life out of you, Do you find yourself feeling rushed/anxious?
Why is it important to remember that Jesus was busy but never rushed?
Are you exceeding the speed limit God intends for you? What's wrong with exceeding the healthy
speed limit? Obedience or Disobedience…
#1 Remove hurry from your life
#2 Meditate on God & His Word
#3 Submit to Jesus' authority in Your life
#4 Create & live out healthy boundaries

     3. If Jesus didn’t go rogue why do you? Do speed limit signs serve an important purpose? Do you find
         yourself exceeding the speed limit God intends for you? What's the danger with exceeding the
         healthy speed limit? Is it obedient to exceed the speed limit God has for you? How does that relate to
         having a healthy balance in life? Ephesians 5:15-17 

     4. If the 1st step to maintain a healthy speed limit is #1 Remove Hurry from Your Life, why is it important
         that Love is incompatible with hurry? What does the Bible say about love, how do you know that love
         takes time? 1 Corinthians 13:4 

     5. If the next step to maintain a healthy speed limit is #2 Meditate on God and His Word, how can you
         make quiet time for prayer & Bible study so you can focus on God while being still? Psalm 46:10 

     6. Are you tired, worn out, burned out on religion? If the third step to maintain a healthy speed limit is
         #3 Submit to Jesus’ Authority in Your life, can you find peace by releasing the stuff that's not yours to
         do & live the way that Jesus lived in the unforced rhythms of grace? Matthew 11:28-30 

     7. As you consider your own life & the rush that comes from more, could you miss the speed limit sign
         that says you need to slow down? If the fourth step to maintain a healthy speed limit is #4 Create
         and Live Out Healthy Boundaries, how could that help you to choose what's important and eliminate
         what's not? What do you need to say NO to so you can say YES to the right ones? Psalm 16:5-6 

  Key Takeaway: Are you ready to live an un-rushed life? For the next 7, or better yet 30 days, can you try
  to follow these 4 steps and slow your life down to the speed limit that God intended?  

  Summary:


